Abstract. In this paper we present a new model, designated as Association Graph, to improve document representation, facilitating the ontological dimension. We explain how to generate and use this kind of graph. Also, we analyze different document similarity measures based on this representation. A classical vector space model was used to evaluate this model and measures, investigating their strengths and weaknesses. The proposed model was found to give promising results.
Introduction
At the moment, due to vertiginous scientific and technological advances of the last years, institutions have great capacities of creating, storing and distributing their data. This situation, among other things, has increased the necessity of new tools that aid in transforming this vast quantity of data in useful information or new knowledge that can be used in decision making. Data mining systems are examples of this type of tools.
These systems allow us to analyze and to discover interesting patterns in large databases. However, due to the information characteristics contained in traditional databases and data warehouses, data mining systems are not appropriate for the analysis of other types of information less structured like, for example, the one contained in text collections. For this reason, Text Mining arises as an alternative to understand the processing of natural language. Text Mining combines artificial intelligence, statistical, database, and graphic visualization techniques, allowing the comprehension of aspects dealing with the identification, organization and understanding of the knowledge appearing in any text.
Examples of systems that use those techniques, and have gotten some attention in recent years, are pointed out by Yao et al. as RSS (Research Support Systems) and WRSS (Web-based RSS) [1] . They improve current search tools, helping scientists to access, explore, evaluate and use information on digital libraries or on the Web, improving research productivity and quality [2] .
Text Mining, together with others techniques, such as profiling, collaborative filtering, intelligent agent, etc., should be considered to develop those systems. Text Mining, as many other tasks of text processing, is usually carried out on simple representations of text contents. However, profiling, collaborative filtering and WRSS require more complex semantic relations, usually expressed as semantic graphs [3] .
In this paper we propose an approach using Association Graphs, a measure as an alternative representation of documents and a way of measuring their similarities, facilitating their ontological dimensions required by many applications as, for instance, WRSS. In Section 2 we will present general considerations for vector space models in Text Mining. In Section 3 we will analyze the limitations of term correlation for knowledge indexing and representation. In Section 4 we will explain our proposal, as an alternative to improve document representation, facilitating the ontological dimension.
Text Mining
Text Mining could be defined as a discovery process of interesting patterns and new knowledge in a text collection; therefore, Text Mining is a specific type of Data Mining applied to documents to discover information not present in any specific one. Hence, its objective is to discover things such as regularities, tendencies, deviations and associations in huge databases in textual form [4] .
By applying algorithms of Text Mining to documents stored in different media, for example in WRSS, one may discover patterns and extract knowledge useful to decision-makers, in the example researchers, who are interested in exploratory searching and browsing [1] .
The process of Text Mining is carried out in two main stages: a pre-processing stage and a discovery stage. In the first stage, texts are transformed into a kind of structured or semi-structured representation, facilitating their later analysis. In the second stage these representations are analyzed in order to discover interesting patterns or new knowledge [4] .
In the pre-processing stage a set of operations is done to simplify and standardize the texts being analyzed. Some of the operations considered are the following:
• Recognizing useful words.
• Ignoring the null words, also known as Stopwords.
• Identifying phrases or terms with multi-words.
• Obtaining the canonical forms of the words, also known as stemming.
As a result of this stage a sequence of distinguished terms is obtained. These terms could be organized in different forms but, in general, they are considered as groups or bags of terms, usually structured using vector models [5] . In these representations, the sequences of the terms, their correlations or syntactical relations are not analyzed; therefore, their mutual independence is supposed. The values of those vectors could be assumed as weights, considering the following interpretations [6] :
• Boolean -Each term is associated with a Boolean value representing if it is present or not in a document.
• TF (Term Frequecy) -Each term is associated with a frequency of appearance in a document, absolute or normalized.
• TF-IDF (Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency) -The term is associated with its frequency, adjusted by the inverse of the number of documents containing each term.
These vectors of terms are used in a second stage, among other tasks, to analyze the similarities between documents, or groups of them, using different measures as the Cosine, applied to the angle between the vectors, define as [6] :
where 
Ontological Requirements
Although, generally, the terms appearing in a document are interrelated and the vector space model, proposed by Salton [7] , has been the dominant way to represent and measure document similarities, some authors consider this treatment as an elementary way of the ontological dimension of the information. While that treatment could be adequate for some applications, in others, like WRSS and collaborative filtering systems, more complex semantic relations are required. Collaborative filtering system, a kind of information filtering, evaluates resources in order to recommend objects preferred by similar users, supposing they are also useful to a particular user [8] .
In WRSS, documents are the resources to be evaluated. In this case, the scientific knowledge of documents, or groups of them, and scientific profiles of users should be considered. That knowledge and profiles are usually expressed by semantic graphs constructed generally by users. For that reason, one should evaluate methods for automatic or semi-automatic graph generation, quite difficult to make from a simple vector model.
An alternative approach of the ontological dimension is observed in [9] . In this work the authors use Conceptual Maps to identify potential terms and relationships. So, with this proposal, the user defines his personal Conceptual Maps interactively. Although the author's intention might be the use of Conceptual Maps in an information retrieval process, such approach wasn't discussed in that work.
Other ways to include an ontological dimension are the corpus-based methods in conjunction with lexical taxonomies to calculate semantic similarity between words/concepts. Examples of these methods are those developed over the broadcoverage taxonomy known as Wordnet [10] .
Well alternative approaches to the vector space model are the language models. These consider the probabilities of occurrence of a phrase S in a language M, indicated by P(S/M). However, the phrases are usually reduced to one term, assuming again unigrams and independence among them. An example of this model is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (a variation of the cross-entropy), defined as:
This expression could be combined in both directions to obtain a similarity measure, as was pointed out by Feldman and Dagan [11] .
An interesting implementation is the proposal of Kou and Gardarin [12] . This proposal is a kind of language model, considering the similarities between two documents as: Although the Kou-Gardarin proposal improves the independence limitation of the vector space model, it considers that two terms are correlated as a tendency, and independent of the documents analyzed in the similarity measure. This assumption underestimates the ontological view of each document.
The approaches mention above are variants of the Generalized Vector Space Model proposed by S.K.M Wong et al. [13] . In their work, they expressed that there was no satisfactory way of computing term correlations based on automatic indexing scheme.
We believe that up to the present time that limitation has not been solved yet. Although several authors have proposed different methods of recognizing term correlations in the retrieval process, those methods try to model the ontological dimension by a global distribution of terms, but not with a local evaluation of documents.
In general, it could be assumed that with a better ontological representation of the information retrieved and discriminated, the better the documents will be mined. Besides, it is expected that a better representation improve the capacity of knowledge comprehension regarding the vector model. These considerations will be developed in more details later on.
Association Graphs
It is comprehensible that a same term in two documents could designate different concepts. Besides, two terms could have different relations, according to the subject of each document, and those relations could exist only in the context of some documents, forming a specific group, and independent of the relations in a global dimension or language.
In order to model the relation between two terms in a document, we will consider the shortest physical distance between those terms. So, two documents shall be closer if the number of common terms is greater and the shortest physical distances among those terms are similar. With these assumption we hypothesize that, in order to recognize the semantic relation between two terms, it is enough that they appear together at least once in a small context: a sentence, a paragraph, and so on.
The use of physical distance among terms has been considered in other works. For example, Ahonen et al. has appointed that many documents, especially books and papers, are structured in sections or micro-documents and, logically, terms in a same micro-document are strongly related, but in different micro-documents the physical relation uses to be weak [14] . Although they realized the relevance of the physical relation among terms, the vector model was considered in their work.
Also, many search engines to measure the document's importance or quality consider the proximity among the words of complex equations or queries.
In order to measure the distance between two terms t r and t s in a document i, designated by D i rs , the physical distance in the document between those terms could be defined in different ways. One way could be considering the number of words between them. Although this could be a feasible solution, it ignores the semantic strength in sentences and paragraphs.
Considering the distance by sentence, D i rs will be n+1, where n is the number of intermediate sentences between those containing the terms..
If we consider the distance by paragraph, without ignoring the natural cooccurrence when appearing in the same sentence, and considering: (p r , n r ), (p s , n s ), the paragraph and sentence numbers of terms t r and t s respectively, the physical distance between these terms is defined as follows: Observe that the minimum value of D i rs , as could be expected, isn't zero, but one in both cases.. This consideration is only a convenient assumption to expressions defined farther on.
Besides, it will be considered in both distance that every term is related to itself, having distance one, in order to include the case two documents have only one term in common.
According to this, a document could be modeled by a graph, where the nodes are the distinguished terms and the arcs are their relations, weighted by their distances. Also, we are considering this is a full connected graph, having any term some relation (stronger or not according to the distance) with the others.
Although the physical relation, in conjunction with the common terms, could be used to evaluate the neighborhood among documents, the weights of the distinguished terms should not be ignored in a similarity measure. To include these values, the document graph could be extended with weighted nodes.
Therefore, a first approximation for a document representation could be seen as a weighted graph by node, considering the weights of the distinguished terms, and by arc, considering the shortest physical distance between the adjacent terms.
As the additional components of these graphs are the arcs, with respect to the vector model, and trying to combine the weights of the terms and the distance between them to express the strength of their association, the vector A 
Similarity Measures
Although for a vector model a Cosine measure represents a standard way to evaluate the similarity between two documents, in a graph model (as the Association Graph) other measures should be considered.
As our graph doesn't posses a structural or spatial representation, it is enough to treat it as a set of arcs. Several authors have proposed different matching coefficients for sets, which in general coincide with commonly used measures of association in information retrieval.. Examples of these are: Dice's, Jaccard's and Overlap coefficients, among others [15] . These may all be considered to be normalized versions of the simple matching coefficient of two sets X and Y, defined as: | X ∩ Y|.
Another version of the simple matching coefficient is the proposal of Pazienza and Vindigni. They define a common coverage of two non-empty sets as the average of the coverage of their intersection with respect to each of them [16] .
As we are considering sets of arcs, a first idea for a matching coefficient is trying to define a simple matching-like one. If that were adequate for a common graph, in an Association Graph, where each graph has different association strengths, the coefficient could be better constructed as the Pazienza-Vindigni proposal.
According to the previous idea, and considering the Association Graphs of documents i, j, the Simple Coverage as a similarity measure could be used, expressed as: 
where T i , T j represent the sets of terms in the Association Graphs of documents i, j, respectively, and T ij is the set of the common terms (T i ∩ T j ).
Notice that the first part of the expression evaluates the proportion of the total association strength of the common arcs with respect to the total strength in whole document i, and the second part the same but in document j. The fractions ½ in the formula guarantee that this measure has values in the interval [0, 1].
Although we considered that the Equation 2 is a good first approach, we realized that it doesn't measure the similarities between the vectors associated with the common arcs. In order to include these similarities, we propose the Weighted Coverage measure, defined as: . It can be noticed that the weights defined in this manner include not only the angles between the vectors, but also the differences of their strengths. This similarity measure could be extended to evaluate the similarities between documents, groups of documents, and user profiles, changing the values ½ of each part of the formula by different fractions. These extensions could be convenient to many applications, as collaborative filtering and WRSS.
Experiment and Analysis
In order to evaluate the proposed measure, the data TREC-5 in Spanish (http://trec.nist.gov) was used. From this data, we used 676 news published by AFP during 1994 and classified in 22 topics. Table 1 shows the topics and the quantity of documents for each topic in this data.
The pre-processing stage was done with the library of the system JERARTOP [6] , which used the morphological analyzer MACO+, developed by the Natural Language Processing Group of the Polytechnic University of Catalunya, based on extended [17] . A detailed description of that analyzer can be found in http://www.lsi.upc.es/~nlp. A classical vector model was used to evaluate the proposed approach, applying the Cosine measure. The term weights were calculated as TF (Term Frequency), normalized by the maximum frequency. K-Nearest Neighbour classifier, with weighted voting by similarity value, was conducted by taking the value of K as 5, 10, 15 and 20. A k-fold cross-validation was applied with k=10. The results obtained are shown in Table 2 , where simC and simG are the measures obtained by Cosine and Weighted Coverage models respectively.
Precision, Recall and F1 are three commonly used evaluation measures of performance. For a single category or topic, these measures can be defined as [18] : Precision = "Correctly assigned" / "Assigned to the category" Recall = "Correctly assigned" / "Belonging to the category" F1 = 2 * Recall*Precision / (Recall+Precision) Precision, Recall and F1 are three commonly used evaluation measures of performance. For a single category or topic, these measures can be defined as [18] : Precision = "Correctly assigned" / "Assigned to the category" Recall = "Correctly assigned" / "Belonging to the category" F1 = 2 * Recall*Precision / (Recall+Precision) For evaluating the performance average across categories, there are two conventional methods: Macro-averaging performance and Micro-averaging performance. Macro-averaged performance scores are computed by a simple average of the performance measures for each category. Micro-averaged performance scores are computed by first accumulating the corresponding variables in the per-category expressions, and then using those global quantities to compute the scores. Microaveraged performance score gives equal weights to every document. Likewise, macro-averaged performance score gives equal weights to every category or topic, regardless of its frequency.
As can be noticed in Table 2 , Association Graph model outperforms Cosine similarity model for different K values, except for Macro-precision with K=15. Besides, as an average, 2.9 % of F1 measure in Weighted Coverage model is bigger than in Cosine model. This proves that the use of physical term association really improves the effectiveness of categorization.
Although these results are only preliminaries, they show that the Association Graph and the proposed measure represent a good model and seem to be better than the Vector-Cosine.
Conclusions
Although some approaches have been considered, especially in semi-automatic processing, the vector space model has been the dominant way for document representations, especially as frequency vectors of terms. These representations are relatively easy to build from texts, but cannot express several details of their meanings, having a poor capacity of description. In order to achieve a better representation of the knowledge contained in documents, we have proposed the Association Graphs.
Using this kind of graph, a similarity measure, named Weighted Coverage, is proposed, making it possible to compare and discriminate documents, applying it in different techniques as, for example, clustering and classification algorithms.
Some variations to the proposed measure could be analyzed and other distance measures could be assumed as, for example, limiting the distance to a convenient value.
Nevertheless, the experiment has shown interesting results. Although other experiments must be done, the proposed model was found to give promising results.
